The present study reports a novel concept of a direct solar thermal collector that harnesses the localized surface plasmon of metallic nanoparticles suspended in water. At the plasmon resonance frequency, the absorption and scattering from the nanoparticle can be greatly enhanced via the coupling of the incident radiation with the collective motion of electrons in metal. However, the surface plasmon induces strong absorption with a sharp peak due to its resonant nature, which is not desirable for broad-band solar absorption. In order to achieve the broad-band absorption, we propose a direct solar thermal collector that has four types of gold-nanoshell particles blended in the aquatic solution. Numerical simulations based on the Monte Carlo algorithm and finite element analysis have shown that the use of blended plasmonic nanofluids can significantly enhance the solar collector efficiency with an extremely low particle concentration (e.g., approximately 70% for a 0.05% particle volume fraction). The low particle concentration ensures that nanoparticles do not significantly alter the flow characteristics of nanofluids inside the solar collector. The results obtained from this study will facilitate the development of highly efficient solar thermal collectors using plasmonic nanofluids.
Introduction
A large number of studies have dealt with solar thermal collectors that utilize the solar radiation to generate the thermal energy [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . One of the most common types of solar thermal collectors is a flat-plate collector [4] that collects the solar energy with a highly absorbing surface to heat the working fluid flowing in the collector. Due to the heat loss during the surface-induced solar absorption and heat transfer to the working fluid, the flat-surface collector cannot be used for high heat flux (or high temperature) environments, such as in concentrated solar collectors [2] . In order to minimize the heat loss at high temperatures, the black-liquid collector was proposed in the 1970s [1] . Since the solar energy is directly absorbed by the working fluid flowing in the transparent channel of the black-liquid collector, undesired heating of other collector components and the resultant loss of efficiency can be prevented [3] . However, the poor light-absorption characteristics of typical working fluids, such as pure water [6] , in the visible spectrum inherently limits the performance of the black-liquid collector, suggesting that highly absorptive substances should be added to the working fluid to enhance the light absorption.
Recently, nanofluids (i.e., suspension of nanoparticles in a base fluid) have been used as a working fluid in the solar thermal collector to enhance the light-absorption characteristics [7] [8] [9] [10] . For instance, aluminum nanoparticles suspended in water can improve the efficiency of a solar collector by about 10% [8] better than when using pure water. In addition, Sani et al. [9] demonstrated that single-wall carbon nanohorns play a significant role in improving the optical and thermal properties of the fluid. It is important to understand that the efficiency improvement of the nanofluid-based solar collector is primarily owing to the enhanced light absorption by nanoparticles in the working fluid. Thus, intrinsic optical properties of nanoparticles and their volume concentration are two key parameters in tuning the light-absorption characteristics of the resulting nanofluid.
It is well known that metallic nanoparticles can support localized surface plasmons at a certain frequency [11] . Surface plasmons are collective oscillations of the charge density at the interface between a metal and a dielectric medium [12] . When the surface plasmon is excited in metallic nanoparticles, the incident photon energy is resonantly transferred to the plasmon, resulting in a sharp increase of the light absorption. Therefore, the localized surface plasmon supported by metallic nanoparticles has great potential to improve the performance of direct solar thermal collection. However, there are two challenges in using the surface plasmon for solar thermal absorption. The first challenge lies in the sharp absorption peak of the surface plasmon, which does not meet the need for broad-band solar absorption. Moreover, the surface plasmon resonance frequency of metallic nanoparticles, such as gold, silver, and aluminum, is usually located in the ultraviolet to short visible range. Although intensive studies have been conducted on the applications of the surface plasmon for photovoltaics [13] [14] [15] [16] , the surface plasmon has not been explored for the solar thermal absorption.
The present paper proposes a nanofluid-based solar collection that makes use of the localized surface plasmon to enhance broad-band solar thermal absorption. In order to induce plasmon resonance across a broad-range solar spectrum from the visible to the nearinfrared range, gold-nanoshell (GNS) nanoparticles with different SiO 2 core sizes and Au coating thicknesses are mixed in water to make a GNS-blended nanofluid. A Monte Carlo algorithm combined with the Mie scattering theory is developed to determine the absorption and scattering coefficients of the nanofluid and statistically calculate the solar thermal absorption across the collector channel by solving the radiative transfer equation. A finite element analysis is then implemented to calculate the temperature increase of the nanofluid and the resultant collector efficiency for a given Reynolds number. The subsequent chapters will describe the basic theory in modeling optical and thermal behaviors of the GNS-blended nanofluid, followed by the performance analysis of the proposed solar thermal collector in comparison with the existing designs. excitation of the surface plasmon in the visible and near-infrared spectra. However, surface plasmon excitations of nanoparticles in the Rayleigh scattering regime are predetermined by the dielectric function of the particle e p as < e p À Á ¼ À2e m [11] , where e m is the dielectric function of the surrounding medium and < takes the real part of a complex quantity, restricting the surface plasmon resonance to ultraviolet-visible region. This challenge can be overcome by employing core-shell-type nanoparticles. The inset of Fig. 1 illustrates a GNS particle used in this study, which is made of a SiO 2 core with an Au coating. Surface plasmons at both boundaries of the Au shell of the GNS particle interact with each other and separate the surface-plasmon dispersion curve into two branches, i.e., symmetric and asymmetric modes [17] . Due to this hybridization of plasmon excitation, the plasmon resonance frequency can be precisely tuned by adjusting the Au layer thickness, which allows one to control the absorption peak of the GNS nanofluid to match with the incident solar spectrum. Furthermore, in order to utilize the plasmon resonance in a broad spectral range, four types of GNSs with different SiO 2 core sizes and Au coating thicknesses are mixed with water to generate the GNS-blended nanofluid. Figure 1 illustrates the schematic of the nanofluid-based solar collector where the GNS-blended nanofluid flows in a narrow channel with height H. The glass plate with the transmittance value of 90% [5] is used as the top cover to minimize evaporation of the fluid to the environment. It should be emphasized that when plasmonic nanoparticles are involved scattering cannot be neglected as previously done in Refs. [8] and [10] , because the localized surface plasmon significantly enhances both scattering and absorption [18] . Therefore, complicated scattering phenomena should be fully taken into consideration.
In the present study, a Monte Carlo algorithm [19, 20] was employed to solve the radiative transport equation (RTE) [21] with consideration of the volume scattering from nanoparticles in the nanofluid. At the same time, it was assumed that the volume scattering can be regarded as series of a single particle scattering (i.e., dependent scattering does not occur). This assumption can be justified when the particle volume fraction is very low, i.e., less than approximately 0.6%, with small particle size parameter, i.e., pD/ k < 1, where D is a particle diameter and k is a wavelength of the incident light in vacuum [22] . In solving the RTE, absorption and scattering coefficients of the nanofluid blended with four types of GNSs are obtained from the absorption efficiency Q abs and scattering efficiency Q scat of each GNS and its volume fraction using [11] 
where a w,k is the absorption coefficient of water and f is the volume fraction of the individual GNS. The calculated absorption and scattering coefficients of the GNS-blended nanofluid will be discussed in Sec. 3.
In the Monte Carlo simulation, the drift process (during which the photon bundle propagates) is treated independently from the scattering process (during which the photon bundle changes its propagation direction) [23] . It is assumed that the drift process is followed by the scattering process based on the scattering probability
A uniform random number R 1 is generated to satisfy 0 R 1 1 by the quasirandom sequence [24] . Notice that the estimated L stochastically represents the mean-free-path (i.e., averaged propagation length) of 1/(r k þ a k ). In order to determine whether to accept or reject the scattering event, another uniform random number R 2 is generated and compared with P scat ; if R 2 P scat , the ray will be scattered upon encountering a nanoparticle. Upon the scattering process, the postscattering direction of the photon bundle is described by the polar angle and the azimuth angle with respect to the prescattering direction vector. For the simplicity, the polar angle is stochastically determined by transforming the Henyey-Greenstein (H-G) scattering phase function [25] , and the azimuthal angle is determined by assuming that the scattering is isotropic in the azimuthal direction. It should be noted that the H-G scattering phase function is an approximation and cannot be regarded as the rigorous phase function for the light scattering from the GNS. Nevertheless, H-G scattering phase function provides the probability density of light scattering that can be seamlessly integrated to the Monte Carlo simulation without losing consistency.
Although the absorption of the GNS-blended nanofluid is mainly due to the plasmonic absorption by nanoparticles, the Monte Carlo simulation treats the nanofluid as an effective medium, in which the energy of the photon bundle uniformly reduces by a factor of e Àa k L due to volumetric absorption while traveling a distance L. When the photon bundle reaches the bottom surface (i.e., at y ¼ H), there is no reflection back into the medium. However, when the photon bundle is back-scattered to the top cover (i.e., at y ¼ 0), it is reflected back to the medium with a 47% probability, which is based on the hemispherical reflectance at the top surface (i.e., water-glass-air interfaces). The drift and scattering processes will be repeated until the photon bundle leaves the channel or 99.9% of its energy is absorbed inside the nanofluid.
The most important quantities to be estimated from the Monte Carlo simulation is the volumetric solar energy absorption rate in the nanofluid. In the simulation, the spectral solar irradiation normally incident on the solar collector can be approximated as
À5 sr is the solid angle of the sun from the earth, and I b,k is the spectral intensity of the sun, which is the blackbody intensity at the temperature of the sun, T s ¼ 5777 K [22] . By tracing each photon bundle undergoing scattering processes and calculating the energy absorption during drift processes, the Monte Carlo simulation can provide the spectral absorptance distribution across the collector channel depth, A k (k, y). The volumetric solar energy absorption rate can then be written as
where s g is the transmittance of the top glass cover. For the calculation, we set k min ¼ 200 nm and k max ¼ 2000 nm. In order to predict the temperature profile within the nanofluid under solar absorption, momentum and energy balances are conducted based on the steady-state, two-dimensional (2D) approximation. Under laminar flow conditions with no body force, the Navier-Stokes and heat transport equations are numerically solved using a COMSOL Multiphysics commercial package. Since the volume fraction of plasmonic nanoparticles is very low (i.e., less than 1%), thermophysical properties of the GNS-blended nanofluid, such as density q, specific heat c p , thermal conductivity k, and dynamic viscosity l, are assumed to be the same as those of pure water [26] .
2 K is the convection heat transfer coefficient at the top surface, and T 1 ¼ 293.15 K is the ambient temperature. As for the Navier-Stokes equation, the inlet velocity is set to be uniform in x-direction. For the numerical simulation, 10,848 triangular mesh elements were made in the collector domain shown in Fig. 1 as a schematic. In order to avoid mesh-dependence of the solution and increases the computational speed, the meshes were made with a 5:1 scale factor in the y-direction. Temperature dependence of the thermophysical properties was also considered in the computation.
Finally, the collector efficiency is estimated by [8] g
where _ m is the mass flow rate, T out is the mean outlet temperature, A is the top cover area of the collector, and G T is the incident solar flux given by
2 , which is essentially the same as the solar constant [2] . Since Eq. (3) does not account for the scattering and absorption by the atmosphere, the solar constant was used as the incident solar flux for consistency.
Results and Discussion
The absorption efficiency Q abs and the scattering efficiency Q scat of the individual GNS can be expressed based on the Mie scattering coefficients of the core-shell nanoparticle as [11] 
where size parameter x is given by x ¼ (2pn w r o )/k with the refractive index of water (n w ), and the outer radius of core-shell (r o ). Here, the Mie scattering coefficients a n and b n for the core-shell structure are calculated in a similar way to Airy's formulae for the multilayer thin films by considering the interference between forwardly and backwardly propagating spherical waves [27] . Notice that in nanoparticles with sizes much smaller than the mean-free-path of the conduction electrons, the optical properties may be modified, which leads to broadening of the plasmonic effects. The size-dependent dielectric function of Au is calculated by using the Drude model with modified scattering rate as [10, 28] eðxÞ ¼ e bulk ðxÞ þ x
where x p is the plasma frequency and C 1 is the scattering rate of bulk Au. These values are obtained from Ref. [29] as x p ¼ 7.28 Â 10 4 cm À1 and C 1 ¼ 215 cm À1 . In the above equation, the scattering rate of thin Au film is related to the bulk value by C ¼ C 1 þ v F /t Au with v F and t Au being the Fermi velocity and thickness of Au film, respectively. The optical constants of bulk Au, SiO 2 , and water were obtained from Ref. [30] . Figure 2 shows the absorption and scattering coefficients of the GNS-blended nanofluid that contains four types of GNS nanoparticles, whose geometric parameters and relative portions to the total volume fraction are summarized in Table 1 . The total volume fraction was 0.07% for the calculation. For comparison, Fig. 2 also plots the absorption and scattering coefficients of the nanofluid with Al particles (r ¼ 2.5 nm and volume fraction 0.07%) used in Ref. [8] . The size effect of the Al dielectric function has also been considered in a similar way to Au. The light absorption and scattering of the Al nanofluid are very strong at around 200 nm due to the surface plasmon excitation of Al nanoparticles in the ultraviolet region. However, in most visible and nearinfrared spectra that are important for the solar absorption, GNSblended nanofluid exhibits the superior absorption performance than the Al nanofluid at the same volume fraction. As can be seen from Fig. 2 (refer to dashed lines) , the wavelength corresponding to the absorption peak of individual GNS can be tuned by changing the geometric parameters of core-shell nanoparticle (i.e., 610 nm for GNS1, 750 nm for GNS2, 860 nm for GNS3, and 1110 nm for GNS4,). This tunability of the surface plasmon excitation is the great advantage of engineering GNS nanoparticles for the effective solar thermal absorption. It is also worthwhile to note that the thin Au coating thickness less than the meanfree-path of free electrons is actually beneficial to achieve the broad-band absorption peak (see GNS4). As mentioned earlier, the scattering effect should be carefully considered for the GNSblended nanofluid, differently from the previous work using Al nanofluid [8] that ignored the in-scattering term in the RTE due to the low scattering coefficient over the spectrum of interest. To this end, Monte Carlo simulation was implemented in this study.
The spectral solar irradiation is plotted in Fig. 3 at different depths in the solar collector when the channel height H ¼ 1.5 mm. As indicated with dotted lines at four different wavelengths, the localized surface plasmons on the GNS significantly contribute to the spectral solar absorption, showing that more than 95% of the solar irradiation is absorbed through y ¼ 0.5 H. At this point, the solar irradiation becomes nearly uniform with a small value (i.e., < 200 W/m 2 lm). The inset of Fig. 3 shows the volumetric heat generation rate given in Eq. (3). The absorption of solar irradiation occurs mostly near the top glass surface (i.e., y < 0.2 H), indicating that increasing the channel height may not improve the overall efficiency of the solar collector unless the concentrating collector design is used.
The efficiency of the solar collector based on the GNS-blended nanofluid is plotted in Fig. 4 . In the calculation, the composition of the four types of GNSs is fixed as listed in Table 1 while the total volume fraction varies. The Reynolds number for the calculation was set to Re H ¼ qU in H/l ¼ 10, corresponding to the inlet velocity U in ¼ 0.0033 m/s. From the figure, it is clear that the volume fraction of GNS nanoparticles plays a critical role in the collector efficiency. As the volume fraction increases, the collector efficiency increases to reach the maximum value of approximately 70% in the 0.02-0.1% volume fraction range and starts decreasing as the GNS concentration further increases. As a result, the temperature increase (i.e., T out À T in ) reaches as high as 45 K at the maximum collector efficiency as indicated by the secondary y-axis of the figure. The efficiency increase in the small concentration regime is due to the high absorption induced by the surface plasmon excitation on each GNS nanoparticle. However, when the GNS volume fraction exceeds 0.1%, more energy is absorbed in the vicinity of the top glass cover, and thus more heat will be lost to the air instead of being transferred to the nanofluid. The inset of Fig. 4 is also consistent with this reasoning such that the total amount of the absorbed solar energy is nearly the same when the GNS volume fraction is greater than 0.1% although the collector efficiency starts to quickly decrease when the volume fraction is greater than 0.5%. Figure 4 also exhibits the collector efficiency when the Al (r ¼ 2.5 nm) nanofluid is used. The collector efficiency for the Al nanofluid reaches a maximum of about 70% near the volume concentration of 0.7%. This value is almost 10% lower than the efficiency predicted in Ref. [8] for the same particle and concentration. The discrepancy in the estimated efficiency may come from the fact that Ref. [8] used an incident solar flux of 1000 W/m 2 , not the solar constant (i.e., G T ¼ 1367 W/m 2 ) for the efficiency calculation. Although this reduced solar flux reflects the atmospheric absorption and scattering, the atmospheric effect was not consistently considered in the calculation of the radiative transfer equation in Ref. [8] . As shown in the figure, the collector efficiency of the GNS-blended nanofluid is comparable to that of the Al nanofluid although the volume concentration is one order of magnitude lower. This is a great advantage of employing plasmonic nanofluids for the solar thermal absorption.
In order to provide more detailed information about the effects of the GNS concentration on the solar thermal absorption, Fig. 5 compares the normalized volumetric solar energy absorption rates and corresponding temperature distributions within the solar collector for different GNS volume fractions. For the normalization, maximum _ q tot and temperature at each concentration were implemented to plot _ q tot ðyÞ= _ q tot;max and [T(y)
, where T b is the temperature at the channel bottom, y ¼ H. Figure  5 (a) reveals that the maximum of the volumetric heat generation appears at slightly below the top glass cover: see 0.01% case, for instance. This is due to the back scattering of photon bundles near the top glass cover. Since the nanofluid with a lower particle concentration has a larger radiation penetration depth, the solar energy propagates deeper into the channel before absorption, resulting in more uniform heat generation and more parabolic temperature distribution across the channel as shown in Fig. 5(b) . However, as the concentration increases, the radiation penetration depth of the nanofluid becomes smaller, confining the solar energy absorption in the vicinity of the top surface, y ¼ 0. This thin absorption layer at a high concentration locates the maximum temperature point to the top surface and causes the temperature to monotonically decrease toward the bottom surface. It should be noted that heat transfer in the y-direction of the channel is only by conduction in the laminar flow regime. Thus, the nanoparticle concentration is critically important not only for the collector efficiency but also for the uniformity of the resultant temperature distribution.
The inlet flow velocity is another important factor that significantly influences the performance of the solar thermal collector. Figure 6 shows the collector efficiency and the average temperature increase across the 1-m-long channel as a function of the Reynolds number. As defined in Eq. (4), the collector efficiency is determined by the amount of energy carried by the nanofluid flow, i.e., _ mc p ð T out À T in Þ. Thus, the heat loss to the environment should be minimized for a higher collector efficiency. As the inlet velocity (or Re H ) increases, the nanofluid flows faster in the channel while losing less heat to the environment via convection, making a positive effect on the collector efficiency. However, the nanofluid has less time to be heated by solar absorption, decreasing the outlet temperature. These opposite trends are well observed in Fig. 6 , suggesting that the geometric parameters and operating conditions of the solar thermal collector should be carefully designed according to the needs of a specific application. For example, the channel length could be elongated to achieve a large temperature increase for a high Reynolds number, but it will adversely affect the collector efficiency. Likewise, the solar concentration is crucial for the high throughput of solar thermal conversion, but it may compromise the collector efficiency due to the increase in the heat loss to the environment. The optimization of design parameters for the best performance of the proposed solar collector will be left as future experimental research.
Conclusions
The present paper has theoretically investigated the performance of a direct solar thermal collector that employs plasmonic nanoparticles suspended in water. In order to broaden the sharp absorption peak associated with the surface plasmon, the GNS-blended nanofluid, i.e., four types of GNSs with different SiO 2 core sizes and Au layer thicknesses suspended in water, has been proposed as a conceptual design. Since the light scattering cannot be neglected for the plasmonic nanofluid, the present study has developed a Monte Carlo scheme to statistically solve the radiative transfer equation by fully considering the in-and out-scattering term. Numerical simulations using the Monte Carlo method and the finite element analysis have demonstrated that the use of the GNS-blended nanofluid can significantly enhance the solar collector efficiency even at an extremely low particle concentration (e.g., approximately 70% efficiency with 0.05% particle volume fraction), which is at least 1 order of magnitude lower than the current technology. Parametric studies also reveal that the particle concentration influences the uniformity of the solar energy absorption and associated temperature distribution at the outlet. However, the average temperature increases across the 1-m-long channel is about 45 K at the maximum collector efficiency and even smaller for a high Reynolds number, strongly suggesting that a concentrating collector design may be necessary for real world applications where the solar thermal collector is coupled to the power generating cycle. Optimization of geometries and operation conditions are highly necessary to achieve the high collector efficiency and large temperature increase in the solar thermal energy conversion.
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